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EDITOR1S NOTES
I hate to end my first year as the editor of your
issue running behind schedule, but that's the way it is.
will be out a very few weeks after you read this.

with this
The March issue

In this issue you will find the first of a series of articles. This
series will become a regular in all future issues. On page 3 you will find
the article, co-authored by Alan Friedman, Dennis Schatz, and
Sneider
They, along with Ron Olowin, distributed the first issue of the
to a few dozen people at the Boulder meeting. They have
to the Planetarian on a regular basis. Their offer has been

--~--------

JANE'S CORNER has a somewhat different look this time. You will notice
that there is not one mention of any material, from anyone, on any
concerned with planetariums. Get the message? She needs your
Write
to her and contribute.
By next issue we will hopefully be able to reinstate on a
basis
a report on the next I.S.P.E. meeting. I will keep you posted on all the
latest news in each succeeding issue. I will also reinstate the
TO MAKE
IT" feature. It was omitted this time simply due to space restrictions
As always, I continue to hear from a few of you. What's
rest of the world? Hello, Planetarians! Are you there? Please
need your
I shall stand
on this

Bill
Oakton High School Planetarium
2900 Sutton Road
Vienna, Virginia
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20-50 people. With these groups of manageable
the
instructor can involve the audience in activities and discussions as a
normal part of every program. As we will show in the
sections
active
is highly desirable.

program that relies
oriented
used at more than a dozen smaller
In
ion programs, the visitors are
activities; and
extensive verbal interactiori
in:
with other audience members and the
The term
means that the visitors learn
new
their own
efforts; they are not just
what the instructor told them
means that the audience members may initiate discussion as
as respond to the instructor's questions.
on

The most
distinguishing
of a
program is that the audience is actively involved in
ect matter, not passively absorbing audio-visual information
In a
constellation
for
while the instructor
s out constellations and describes some
to go with each set of stars. In a
constellation
instructor passes out simple star charts to everyone in the audience, demonstrates how to use the star charts, and then
constellation
for each section of the audience. After a group
out its constellat
to the rest of the audience, the instructor describes the
In a passive show segment on motions of the sun, the instructor
out the location of today's sunset, as projectors
the effect. In
a
segment, each member of the audience is asked to estimate
where he or she thinks the sun will set and indicate that
with markers
that hang from the cove. Then the main projector
while
the audience watches intently to see how accurate their estimates were
A participatory presentation requires
star maps, sunset
but the trouble is
spent, for example, producing a
sunset
activity described above, even the simplest sunset is effective, since it is
the audience's partic
ion that provides the excitement, not the
effect.
These particular examples work well with audiences of 25-35
a
group that is not effectively served in the larger
, but is very
practical for smaller size domes. Additional examples of POP and
references are in a recent Planetarium Director's Handbook article. (See
reference 5.)
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,The c~~~e:Pt.::o:f::·~trV~l:v.fng students in actively observing,
and reason;in.~:gi;¢w~·:tom . . ,tp':eth~Ories of Swiss educator, Pestalozzi,
the nirtete~n~11.·.:·~.'¢i.i.t4:~y.~6:.thenot1on that people learn more and ,.n..,o,T"C
deepiy if .the.'y: .a.e.~·#+l:Y: 'ma:I11pulate materials and discuss ideas was
elaborated Q'Y' J·9hii n~W·ey,·af. the·turn of the current century. The
basis for f>qtt~6,~·.p'a·t9.ty.·edu'cat:ion has been greatly enhanced by Jean
theory of ;int·~~t~ct.t).a'l q~vel<.:rpmePt. Hundreds of cross-cultural and
studies st)jongly .,:.$,upport.~·,Piaget· basic contention that human
pass
through an invar:t~n~' Sfl(n~~nce6£'stages of mental growth, and that the
and eventual compl.e~~;Q'n· '0£ int~e~lectua1 maturity depends on the
that a person h(t~, to .in~e~actwith things and people in the

s

The clearest ,dl.$play of coi),sensus about the high value of
education is that.'fi~t·.6f t.he major science curriculum development projects
sponsored by the Na:ti6:nal Scienc.e Foundation (NSF) during the 1960' sand
1970's (includlng,ESS,SAPA, sets, HPP, BSCS, etc.) are
to
students activ~li' ±~t1~process of learning.
In describing·the rationale for the new NSF science
summarizes the ei~ims of the participatory
"inquiry," "prOC¢$S,n "'problem.... so1ving," or
1) Children are motivated by the satisfaction
things for themselves, and satisfaction is
in stimulating learni'i:rg;
2) since
a discovery
forgetting

as follows

as an

are more personally involved with
apprQac~,

deeper understanding of

ion and
ect matter results

3) discovery pro~edtfres help children develop
skills, such' as~'implifying, organizing, and
relationsh:;tps'~ .a.p;dinaking generalizations; and
4)

transfer.9l learning is improved.

The gen~·F'~.l.arg).fuient is also applicable to adults who have
scientific Q.ac.'kgt'otind.
",

EducationalJi(e:s:e.'~lf.ch
"~v.

':

~

,

oP: Planetarium Education

<••

".

_.

' .•

There ~1;:~'y,e,r:y few rese.arch studies of the
tool. A rece!i:t·· ,~;rttc.leentitled "Analysis of Research on
of a Planet::lr±Urn,H9. 'c::Lt:es op1y nine studies, most of which have
flaws .10NQP;~:' ·~:AVrl'~:Ve.d POP strategies. A recent study which was
fully de;:"ig~e,d·.a:i1:~d,:i.r.e;£tly relevant to this discussion was
Gerald I1c:lll,o:n~.r't{¢ .tQmpa:re the effectiveness of a "live" instructor
pre-recorded:pro.g·x'~.~lthough both presentations were "passive"
programs, tl:lis ,~t'o,:qy~s ~el~vant since the presence of a live instructor is
,<

•
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an essential
of the part
approach.
students Who attended the live presentations showed a
than those who attended the
program, even
the words and intonations
special effects, and all other
variables were
controlled. One
POP and
education is
by Jack Fletcher at the
there are few research studies which
the POP
is based on the much
studies that have been undertaken to
the
section.
education are that:
a visitor cannot derive
involved is
his or her
in
of
sition to
more advanced
of research that led
to science curriculum
be viewed as an
of the
and space science

In the midst of
cries for
financial crises, every educational endeavor needs to have
of its role in
goals. We believe POP
to substantiate the intuitive feeling of educators in small
that their
offer something essential and
The basic

have sound research

of

While limited active
the smaller facilities have
and dialog with each member of the audience.
3) These audience
icipation activities
use
the
tarium environment and cannot be duplicated in the classroom.
We encourage Planetarian readers who are
techniques to report on their work in this
meetings. The Holt Planetarium (the author s
financial support for a national series of
welcome further suggestions, and will be glad to
increase POP popularity.

6
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STAR MYTHS OF THE NORTH .AMER I CAN I ND I AN

It seems strange that in a country with a vast
of native
lore the citizens should remain unaware of it. In the United States
of Indian mythology, but most teachers either
only in passing, favoring instead the
ancient Greece
Rome.

of

The
is one place in which the
as well as the schools
have been treated to an occasional taste of Indian
and
lore.
Many
would like to prepare an Indian star program, but don
know where to look for information. It is the purpose of this articl~ to
some of those needed resources.
Recent work has been done in this area,
in programs such as
of the Hansen Planetarium, and references will be
at the
end of the article. 1
Research into Indian star lore has been
anthropologists knew too little astronomy to
constellations in the stories they recorded,
may be found scattered through many volumes.

and varied.
the stars
definite identificat

Indian star myths, like Indian languages, were often
different
from tribe to tribe, but nearly all Indians had a
of the Great Bear
Most Indians pictured the bear with a short tail, such as those
owned by real bears, but at least one Iroquois
gave the bear a
tail and accounted for it like this:
It seems that in the beginning all bears had
, and very
handsome tails, The bears were very proud of their tails, and to this
appendage
the Great Bear of the sky can be seen with his giant
brother of
across the heavens. But proud as he was of his tail, the
fish.
the Great Bear saw that his tail could be put to
ical
By dropping his tail into the water and wiggling it to and fro, he could
attract many fish, which he promptly caught and ate. The bear grew fond of
fish and would even drop his tail into the icy waters of frozen
and
lakes to catch his favorite food. One winter day, however, the water was

8
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cold and
stubby one he

the bear's

tail

him

Another
with those of many
the Bear was a
lived in the far North,
Winter in his
the star group we know as
one time,
ago the Bear came to earth
side. Three braves decided to rid their
started out on a hunt that
have
the beast and
soon found him and gave chase
to run in circles around the
Those hunters still chase that Great
any closer
To the Indians, the Bear was
cup of the
, and the hunters were the three
Each Fall, the brave closest to the Bear,
the whites as Alioth, lets loose an arrow that hits the
bleed
Some of the blood
down onto the leaves of
it causes other leaves to fade
This is
in the Fall. The second
marked
the star
in which to cook the Bear. The
T
H
the name of the little
Some Indian
saw
other than a
To the Pawnee of the American Plains
burial frames that move around the North Star
this star group looked like an ermine,
feet,
and burrow of this
weasel.
the Smith Sound Eskimo saw Ursa
or as a Great Caribou
the
But
the most unusual
To
who had
into an angry
sister had
powers from the bear,
and mother.
this
shot enchanted arrows which took them to the
Alcor is said to
the smaller sister
brothers for
As with all
____=was another constellation known to the
he may be identified as
Man:"

the

A
time ago there lived an old man who had grown too feeble
to hunt or do chores. He
,in fact, become a burden
his
he
climbed up to the
mountain and
to
his death chant
As he sang, the
below
the old man, who
sat there all alone with
but his
very
slowly at first, the old
to rise into the
He rose farther
farther and f
took
in the heavens. He may still be seen
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his

out among the stars
In the Summer,
carries
trail up onto his
but in the Winter he grows tired
son carry the
the shorter trail
cold because the sun does not
up

Far to the Southwest, the Tewa people called
---whom the
could turn
come to
away
the
to
of two
and
must stop
leave him and go their own way. The
Decision
decided to follow
arguments broke
in a short time and even
doubt his abilities. He left his headdress in this
he left this
it can still be seen as a
. After a
LU~UMO, he led his

tellers related that the two
Blackfoot
Castor and
represent twin brothers named
Behind." The twins mother was killed by a mysterious
father was away. The stranger found one of the
amidst the ashes of the
fire,
him Ashes
other child, Stuck Behind, hidden behind the
of the
him
Ashes Chief grew up strong and was later
Stuck Behind grew up with a beaver
and became known
seven children
at

To the
, the Pleiades
refused to let them have a feast of
children
dance. The

or the "Six
who, ashamed that
robes and considered prized
snobbish taunts of more fortunate Indian
The Kiowas had a legend of five stars
the hand of their
trickster-hero, Saynday. According to Kiowa tradition
little old man with a scraggly moustache who sometimes
good works and sometimes played tricks on the
tricked himself (Saynday had counterparts, often
, in many
It seems that Saynday had finished all of his work in the world and was
to depart when he stretched forth his hand and caused five stars to appear
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in the East. Whenever these stars were visible, Sayndaytold the
they should not tell any stories about him, for he would be
them from above; but in the winter when Saynday's stars were gone,
should tell stories to remind them of him. The stars of Saynday's hand may
possibly be identified as Corona Borealis, though this is not for certaine
(For the purist, Saynday stories should be told only at night in the winter
and should always be prefaced with the phrase, "Saynday was
15
ial
To the Shawnee Indians, Corona Borealis was known as the
Sisters" and the Pawnee people saw it as a council of chiefs. The Blackfoot
called it the "Spider God."16 Some of the Iroquois knew
- - - as the den of
the Great Bear.
Other constellations were known to the Indians, some
to those seen by the whites and some completely different.
the Pawnee, who called Scorpius the "Real Rattlesnakes" and the
formed about 37 separate star groups, contain much sky lore. The Pawnee and
some Southwest tribes even had star maps of a sort, but many of the star
groups seen by the Indians are difficult to
and many of the stories
concerning stars are too complicated to easily fit into a
program
Beliefs about the stars themselves were varied; the Mandan
to be diseased men; 18 the Iroquois and others
them to be
lit by departed souls on their way to Heaven;
and the
as mica dust flung into the sky by their trickster-god,
Cherokee had an interesting story concerning the nature of stars:

the stars
The

Once a hunting party of Indians were camping in the
the night they saw two balls of light like stars moving
Several nights in a row they saw these lights and upon
of the
ridge by daylight they found two strange creatures whose round
were
covered with downy feathers. Small heads stuck out from their bodies and
sparks would fly from their feathers whenever the wind blew.
their find, the Indians brought the creatures back to camp
odd little beings were nothing more than quiet balls of grey fluff, but at
night they would glow brightly like stars. They made no move to escape until
the seventh night, when they began to rise from the
Soon
were
far up into the sky and the hunters knew that these unusual little creatures
truly were stars. 21
It is interesting to note that the Indians had certain taboos
the stars. The Teton Sioux, for instance, were careful never to count the
stars for if one should begin to count, even
, and s
without
finishing then he would surely die. 22 The stories of some tribes were to be
told only at certain prescribed times or the people would lose favor with
the gods.
The gods lived in Heaven, and some tribes like the
the
Milky Way was the "Pathway to Heaven." According to the Fox Indians, the
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was a river of stars. 23 The Kiowa,
, and other
tribes called it the dusty track on which the Horse and Buffalo once
race
the Heavens. 24 The Hidatsa called the
the
and the Cherokee thought this
band of stars was corn meal
across the sky:
At one time, Indians to the South of the
made
amounts of corn meal, their
food.
found that some of their meal had been stolen
the same
They also discovered
, so they hid and watched the next
return. Sure enough the canine thief came back
the corn meal. As soon as they saw this, the
beat
him howling away to the North.
corn meal he had in his mouth spilled and formed the band
the
Way shines. 25
With so many different Indian peoples there are
of the stars, many of which may be found in the references
are also many stories of the sun, moon, planets, meteors, comets and such
phenomena as aurora and rainbows, but most of these are
about in
literature and difficult to find. The Central and South American Indians
much star lore suitable for planetarium
, but these
perhaps have not been studied so thoroughly as their relatives North of
border.
the star legends and lore of the North American Indians
in this paper can serve as the basis for future programs at least
they can stand as an incentive for further research into the world
universe) of the Indian.
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SNOW

ONE OF THE FIRST PLANETAR IANS :
An InteJtview by Jeanne. BL5hop

At the banquet af the annual GLPA meeting, in Cleveland in
, Dan
Snow was honored as one who has made an outstanding contribution to the
planetarium profession. He was one of the first to direct a
a Spitz model, when they became a~ailable. For 25 years he has been
Astronomy" at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, and he has
new planetarium directors. Innumerable people have attended his programs
over the years as his planetarium instrument and even the museum
have been changed. But Dan's initial philosophy to provide information and
explanation of current sky events has not changed.
One August afternoon in 1976, Dan shared the following with me, while
we sat in his beautiful spacious office, astronomy memorabilia visible
everywhere.
"Armand Spitz was my only mentor," he said of his
"He was one who could stimulate and inspire."

initiation

Dan came to this work from a job as a photographer in
He gives Adler Planetarium lecturer Charlie Everetts credit for
to the fascinating world of planetarium operation. "Charlie
renditions of Longfellow into his lectures." Charlie also introduced him
to the optical and mechanical planetarium world. All this took
within
the very brief time allowed with a 3-day pass.
In Cleveland, Dan took an evening astronomy course from J.J.
famous past Director of the Warner and Swasey
When Museum
William Scheele asked for advice as they
to launch one of the
first small planetariums, Dr. Nassau recommended Dan for the
of
Planetarium Director. "Dr. Nassau was persuasive," Dan
had
never addressed a group and was not sure about such a
His first planetarium was installed in 1952, an A-2 with a 20 foot cloth
dome. This was the era when the Spitz salesman made commotions ~t gas stations
with his planetarium-outfitted van. (Today's fad van renovations, in
would be "outshone" by this!)
Dan, as a museum-based planetarium director, has been
with public programs from the beginning of his career. He says,main
function of a planetarium is to transmit knowledge which will make the average
person who didn't look up before look up now. Give some idea of what a
person can see, and maybe he will. Give him more to
under a dark sky then "That's pretty." If Johnny goes
Orion after a program, even if he doesn't understand
the
visit is worthwhile."
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Dan put into words what we have all come to realize:
director requires an unusual combination of talents
amount of as
ab
to express astronomical ideas
technical and
manner, be
ient with at least small
electrical-optical phenomena, and be able to get
with children
different ages." He adds,
should not
And he shouldn't over-react to a negative audience comment. 1I
of Christmas Star
ions, a Jewish
One listens, remembers, but is not crushed.)
"Sometimes in programs we should
stars roll
VI
Dan's
for star introduction, is the
national symposium of
"the darkness falls on

our mouths shut
in music for

"Sound effects, such as bird calls, are very effective."
that one use
care that the birds are proper for the
"You'll
have some bird-watchers in your audience who will

"
Dan has long been as advocate of
folklore
different
nations into programs. It was he who introduced me to the wonderful book
by Peter Lun,
I
my
before most planetariums began
non-classical
Dan had found the Chinese, Japanese,
and Asian Indian astronomical
legends. He says, "They give charm to a program, like Charlie Everstts
Longellow quotations. They balance the factual parts."
In contrast to many museum planetariums, which strive for the ultimate
multi-media productions for their public offerings, Dan continues to deemphasize special effects, believeing that the focus should be on the
in relation to his audience and on a minority of
effects.
He says, "I recently saw a special landscape in one
Yes, It
dazzled, but the stars portrayed were for the
! This situation
is pretty grim. A planetarium should portray astronomical accuracy."
In the October, 1976 issue of Sky and Telescope,

Lovi states:

"Today there seems to be an increasing number
complain that they cannot create an effective
auxiliary projectors, dozens of special effects,
12-track tape machines and the like. I wish these
could have heard
Henry Neely behind the console in the old days; this great lecturer was able
to hold the audience's interest with only the Zeiss
ector, a few slides
projectors and most of all--himself."
Also, judging from the current success of astronomy programs in the
National Parks, a great many people are eager to learn observational
probably the function which the planetarium can serve best. Dan Snow's
program philosophy, although currently not the dominant one, is
we should all re-examine. Although we have other alternatives for
purposes, it would be a mistake to eliminate the observational
public program, with a bare minimum of special effects.
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Dan has found a new character in his audiences in recent years.
are more young adults, college-age students, usually attending as
Does this indicate a greater awareness of astronomy, generated
space
programs? Or, is this simply a manifestation of more leisure time? At
any rate, Dan believes that the public still does not have the awareness of
sky events that it should. This has been revealed in his special
morning interaction programs, in which the audience is encouraged to
Another renowned planetarian, Dr. Joseph Chamberlain, Director of
Adler Planetarium with 27 years experience, presented the Armand
Lecture for the Great Lakes Planetarium Association in Chicago on October 28
1976.
"Why, it may be asked, should there be a planetarium?
you
two reasons, either one of which I believe justifies the
funds and effort.
First, I believe that the oldest curiosity of man was about the stars
I believe that this curiosity is infinitely worth satisfying because it has
to do with the very stuff of which creation itself is made.
Another reason •.. is that it teaches us that everything in the universe
takes place in compliance with external and unchanging Laws. n
(Dr. Chamberlain's entire address, "Why Are We
elsewhere in the Planetarian.)

will be

In light of these criteria, Dan Snow's programs shine.
and observatory offerings of the Cleveland Museum of Natural
aim to
satisfy astronomical curiosity and acquaint visitors, both
and school
groups, with the physical framework for astronomical phenomena. When
attend one of Dan's programs--nThey're often drawn into the
intrigue with the strange contraption in the center"--they leave with a
little better understanding and appreciation of the universe about them.

r1JLT ID I SC I PLI NE PLANETAR I LM
By E. Q. CaIUt, HeJtfUmeJt BOCES Pfune:taJU..um

Multidiscipline Planetarium Instruction (MPI) is student-involved
science activity in the planetarium environment
with the
natural and social sciences. Astronomy teaching/learning modules have been
developed to uniquely summarize classroom instruction, serve as motivational
hinge points, as cultural experiences and as instructional
for the student's own summary of his knowledge. The planetarium environment
is created when the facility is used as a sky simulator, a science
and a multimedia theatre.
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IfPI is adaptable to school system
the first teacher planetarium survey indicated
visitations of longer than 120 minutes. Further
travel time to instruction time ratio, an intuitive
was the major reason for this preference. Some of our
total travel times of 80 minutes to and from the

Research has
tool

for

demonstrated the effectiveness
for

students is therefore
MPI is an
function not available in
instruction consists of discrete
of student and
time.
service, teacher instruction,
MPI at the Herkimer BOCES is a continuous
programs
around prespecified behavioral
domain.
Equally important, however, is the objective of
attitudes
toward science and technology, the fundamental bases of our soc

Societal Needs
Our society is in a transitive period concerning science
We have developed an insatiable appetite for the
of a
system. We are blase about what technology can do but
understanding of how to use and control with any eff
of a
system.
Indeed, technology is an awesome tool so
that its controlled
development and
ion is essential since errors can drain
resources
and threaten man's existence.
Answers to control of technology
new layers of
or abdicat
intentioned but
activists. Rather we must raise the
level of
of the
society. Schools should develop polycompetencies, many faceted talents in
students with broadened perspectives.
If the planetarium is an effective medium it can be a useful tool in
this work.
Given the premises that:
1. In a high technology society undergoing rapid changes result
from
that technology, the society needs some minimum level of technological
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to

that

in decisions

and

mankind.
2. This
can

3

and process

a breadth of scientific

certain

has
intuitions and has

ion as a

4
curriculum should be
this
scientific and social curricula needs with the
tool

The societal need has been described
of science and
for
This
alteration of the
in students:
Scientists wear white coats and are either
or brilliant, mad malevolents who
interferes with what
want.

2

Science

brilliance and

3

of these
Since most students understand
the conclude sciences are therefore
therefore, avoids the sciences or
so
of sciences, General Science and Earth
for the average students in the General

While there is
data at hand, teacher and
often
those of students. Indeed, it appears
and behaviors of students result from contacts with
Non-science teachers would seem then
that of the students for the same reasons
j
facilities in science and

An anti-science,
in our times,
which

similar
critical

and
a reaction in
at excesses
our fundamental resources the
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I

resulting from thoughtless exploitation of human nature and the
era.
materialistic goals in living in a high
both at the source and cure of the problems, the sla
for the predicted disasters.

serves
panacea

Yet even the return to nature activists have clearly identified the
basic solution to technological problems-the application of fundamental technological know-how to remove the problem.
The outstanding example
back to nature movement-the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
such divers
technological data as herbal
, concrete formulas and
structural
data on
domes covered with, of all
polyvinyl chloride, wind-driven pump and
sources how to build
septic tanks and nurse babies, how to bake bread and do an
overhaul
The basic objective of the planetarium, therefore, remains science
and technology. Not simply astronomy but a wide range of
in
physics, geography, anthropology, mathematics, earth science
cosmology, comognomy, oceanography,
The planetarium here serves
of all the other sciences
concept of environmental education and the positive
space colonization.
a new
to the
bounds of

MPI
elements of the present school curricula
synthesis for much broader concepts of man,
and
resources of the solar system rather than within the
a resource-limited earth.

The planetarium should accept this
more
positive attitudes and approaches to society's needs
understanding and management of technology, the nature of man and of the
universe and material progress not dependent on the
ion of resources
by one nation to the deprivation of another.
The expanding society requires resource
ion without
The
solar system, maybe even the univers~ can expand before us in our own time
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By Vonald S. Hall

Mike Sullivan, first director of the Reuben H
San
, has been a
in
research as
to Planetariums. I
have
a
of additional
that if
works to sell soap, it
shows
Because 'of Mike's success, I was convinced that we
advertis
in Rochester to see if it could work for
Planetarium.
We
in March, 1976
Using the
set
f or advert
, we realized that we would be
,000 in the course of a year; not an amount to be frittered away
At this same time, we
a program of energy conservation
in an estimated
of $10,000 by the end of December.
meet
decided that we would
the
a four-month
If the investment
off, we would then
to continue
in
money down, we
Before we started
audiences to find out where
their
of them looked
ation. We found that BY FAR ,the maj
newspaper for this kind of
the next
about
was very
to us since the
paper has very
circulation than the morning one. Five or six times as
said that
looked to the
newspaper
to the most listened-to radio station
Based on this
that
bulk of our
dollars would be
paper, but we would
five of the six most
stations.
omitted
much more
than the rest.) The money was
to the results of our audience survey
Our
we had
so we
to advertise for six
all on
$10,000.
We had
we
in a rat
we lost our shirts. Planetarium attendance did
even a little but, so that at the end of
I wanted some time to
I was still convinced that
but how were we
wrong?
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we
between my
it could sell space,

First, we decided that we would
morning newspaper since it was here that
of return. It was
that
ads
movie page with the
made was not to advertise every
just two
newspaper ads that appear on
Friday the movie theatres run their
lead. This means that we have shows on
up the results of the ads. We
more
do on, say,
,
, and
audience with more times to visit with us
In order to calculate if an ad is
return, accurate and detailed
we look at the average number
shows as
six year
admissions are
that we must have about
admission
to pay for the weekend
then the ad has
for itself and
Since the last half of November,
we have
way, have been
more income
than
on newspaper ads.
, our attendance is up almost 20,000
us the best year ever in terms of
attendance
We
service
control
kind of

have found that our
advert
does not interfere
announcements on radio and television, but does
over our own
than
to word of mouth
weather.

Closely interwoven with our
with
money
energy conservation. When the Planetarium was built it
equipped with the most
kind of climate
called a
system. This system would humidify,
, heat and
sometimes
, to maintain very close
of
and humidity. We
modified the controls to
hours when the building was not occupied, from
p.m. to
A second later, modification to the controls
us variable bandwith
heating and cooling.
The extremes of temperature are
ustable, the fan
and starting and stopping of the chillers and boiler are all controlled
by demand on the system.
Our electric and gas consumption have
about
with rate increases, we have been able to realize cash
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and even
of $17,

in the f:(.rst 12 months of the program. This was the result of a $5,600
e~pelld:ltu~e in additional climate controls. In times when we can all
use e~tra cash, or must cut budgets, energy conservation and investment in
advertising are two possible techniques to explore.
"The Strasenburgh Planetarium has found that newspaper ads like these are a good investment and
attendance is soaring at the Rochester, New York
facility".

E.I.I.TEI~

PERFORMANCES:
Weekdays 800 pm
Saturday
130. 230. 330. 800 pm
Sunday
130. 230. 330. 430. 800 p<m
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED: 244~6060
SHOW INFORMATION: 442~7171
Adults $1.75 Student $1.25 Child $.50
Children under 5 not admitted

SKY INFORMATION:
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244~6490
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TELL ME , .. j...\OW COLlLO AN
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Q)MPOTER 6RAlN6 LAND ON A
TROPICAL ISLAND !NGTEAD OF
GOIN6-ro MARS.

TWO i-II6HL<i
SOPI-I\STICATE0

CONCHY
i==O~ ONES O~ OO~ KI NO, WE

YOU A~E t-JOT ALOME. 1'1' 16
.AN ItJ~E~EMT OE01RE 11-1
EACi4 ~UMAN BEl foJ6 '10
BECOME UNCI1AINED AND
GET ~REE f=ROM T~E !7oN06
O~ ~IS ANIMAL PRI60t-J.

PlND ~UAAAN nv -ro BE K'AT~E~
II-1(::E~rm~ ANO a?K'IN6. WE
WAlJT 10 JOOT ORI~T or::r:: INfo
T~E ETE~NAL QOIEf Or::6PACE
AND ALLOW MAN TO SIMPLY
E3ECoME A I=AOI"-\6 IMAGE
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======_________. . . . . .

CONCHY
ALL THAT REMAIt-JS or::
THE LITTLE VIKING mARE
THE IMPRESSIONS al=
ITS h:?oTPA00 L.Er=T IN
THE SAt-JO.

r~EL( ~EMIt-JO ME Or:: NEWS
f'l..{oTOS I'VE SE!::N O~ r::?EPO~TED r=LYIN6 SAUcER
LANDI1'J6S AND 01= MAN'S
DESIRE TO E6TAf3L.ISk
COMMONICATION WITH A
RloR ALIEN INTELL!6E

BOT THESE MA~KS
WERE MADE ~V A 6AUc£1=<
!=RoM ave::? OWN v.t1~LO
At-.lO mE TINY ENTITIES
W~E EVOLOrlQNS ~

WAAT WE MI6f.tT .sOMEDAY eECOME .

'" AND IT MAKE6 ME WVLJ".ur ......
IS THE ALIEN INTELLIGENCE
6EEK 60 DESPERArELY REALLY
WITHIN
AND
EN006H

ON

"-N'."'''''''' ro~ lJ6 TO r::<EALU{

CONCHY
TJ-lEY' A~E GONE
!=ORt::VE~,,,TI-\E UTTLE:
COMPO"'E~ MIN06 or:::

VIKING ill. ... 1. WILL
MI66 THEM.

A LIVING EVOL.uTION OF
MAN'S 'IECHNOW6Y". 1WO
ELEClRot-JIC BRAtN5--ruAT
et.lRN AND 1QoK CoMMAND o~
rf-tEM6ELVE0 AND LEFT U0 6e!=ORE WE wow 6EIZE 11-{E
OPPORTUNITY 10 ~UIZTHER THEI~
OEVELDPMEtJT A'S WEAPON0 or:::
FR'IGI-ITE~I"'6 CON6E.quENCE.

BOT EV6~ S£C()~E
INil..H6 r:;.N(.J'\NL.t::;;I.A~
I AM LE~T WliK
OI-JE UI\l6Er:<IN6
TJJ.OU6HT...
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